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By Rauan Klassnik

Black Ocean, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Poetry. The
poems of THE MOON S JAW are a portrait of rotting decadence: wastelands of body and soul
radioactive with death, cruelty, and a dark gleaming perverse sexuality. The language, flow, and
rhythms of Rauan Klassnik s second collection seem to revel in themselves, stagnate, bog down,
wallow. As Klassnik writes, There s no way out but we don t stop trying and here, we find a
wasteland spectrum, from a playground, a twisted eden that lurches forward despite a swollen
turgid gravity of blurred gender and godlessness and wheel-spinning ruts to an obsessive and
persistently striving narrative of death, gender, corruption, and (anti)religion. In the wound of a
stabbed cosmos, Rauan Klassnik s moon, kin to Plath s moon bald and wild, bucks against despair.
Anytime we devour the queen, we will be forced to vomit her back up, a clean saint out of our
foaming mouths. A pretty swell in the music. We re not afraid of the cinema, even though it houses
all our nightmares. We re not afraid to die. Marble, Tequila, Rotted, Flapping. The myth of biological
sex, the myth of biological...
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It in one of my personal favorite publication. Indeed, it is actually perform, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way which is merely soon after i finished reading this book where really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Nea l Hom enick IV-- Nea l Hom enick IV

The most e ective ebook i possibly go through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been designed in an extremely basic way
and it is just after i finished reading this ebook by which basically transformed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Giova nny Rowe-- Giova nny Rowe
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